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About This Game

Long Night: Alone I break is the first episode of a three episodes season. The next episodes will be released in the next
few months
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Since I've been a big kickstarter and follower of Long Night, I have been very intrigued and very interested in it's development.
Upon finally playing it, it has so far gone beyond my expectations and Trickster Face have done themselves proud!!! It takes me
back to the classic gaming days of Silent Hill with it's fixed camera angles and type of story, but with a twist of amazing artwork
and Up-to-date survival horror and suspense; unlike any other game I have played for a long time! I strongly recommend this
game and can't wait for the next episodes.. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games they don't leave such a
dark and eerily haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to it most games leave
out the fun little puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't fend off until you
find their cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't wait to play all the
episodes. -The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low..
Zero stars. This game looks good but that is all it has going for it since it needs to fool gamers into buying it! I just played it for
the first time and I'm running from some banshee chic, but my avatar runs out of breath of I run for to long. Nothing in the
environment reacts to the interact button, the story is a bunch of stills which I can forgive but to call a game "like the classic
survival horrror games of old" can only be true if the classic Resident Evil, and Silent Hill games sucked!!!!! This game has no
atmospherte, no patients for building up tension and is just plain bad. Don't buy this one. Torrent the game and then delete it
because this is how bad it sucks.. Long Night is the kind of game thats heavily inspired by the PlayStation era of survival horror
games, which is both admirable and appreciated, but it is ultimately an experience marred by a few annoyances that keep it from
being great. But despite its flaws, it has a certain charm about it that has me anxiously awaiting its follow up episodes. And for
$5, you cant go wrong giving the first episode a shot. I only hope that the development team takes the available constructive
criticism and use it to improve this neat little series theyve started.. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games
they don't leave such a dark and eerily haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to
it most games leave out the fun little puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't
fend off until you find their cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't
wait to play all the episodes. -The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your
graphics on low.. I really enjoyed this game and its reworking of the classic survival horror genre. Visuals suit the tone of the
game and I look forward to the next episodes. Please don't take too long.. Oh hey lady! Wait don't kill me! (Also, where are
those 2 episodes??!) [I know, they closed down] + : great artwork, ok sounds, playable graphics (not great tho), weird story,
gamepad supp - : it will never be finished, camera stupid af, sometimes buggy, bad controls Buy at your OWN RISK! 2.5/10
would ask the killer lady out again (died 100% worth it) [nah lol run away]
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